Gin List
All Gin priced at £2.50 per 25ml
6 O'clock Gin
Balance, poise and precision; three imperatives in the mind of engineer and inventor Edward Kain. With meticulous
attention to detail he created mechanical works of art, documented in blueprints that are still treasured today.
A blueprint for gin deserves the same balance, poise and precision, which Edward's great grandson, Michael,
uses to make Six O'Clock Gin. Inspired by his forefather, Michael carefully selects and precisely balances Juniper
with six other botanicals to chime together as sweetly as any timepiece. Orange Peel adds a citrus in delightful
harmony with floral Elderflower. The result is a clean, smooth and richly flavoured gin.

Hendricks Gin
Flavourings consists of flowers, roots, fruits and seeds which complements the two main infusions of rose
petal and cucumber. We infuse our gin with the remarkable Bulgarian Rosa Damascena and specially selected
cucumbers from the finest producers.

Monkey 47 Gin
Botanically complex and combining a great story with great design work to create a formidable package, Monkey
47 is set to make its stake as King of Gins over the next few years. 47 ingredients have found their way into
the Monkey 47 recipe. Including angelica root, acacia flowers, bramble leaves, lingon berries and spruce shoots
all come from the Black Forest. They take juniper berries from the Mediterranean which are known to be more
aromatic as they receive four to six weeks more sun than their Tuscan and German cousins.

Brokers Gin
A fine and tasty gin which has been lauded by critics, Broker's is made with herbs, spices and fruits imported from
three continents and blended to be extra dry - yes, that's right people, this is Martini heaven… Very herbal, and
almost medicinal but in a very good way. Hints of sticking plasters meld well with rosy red apples, tangy citrus
and cardamom. Very inviting indeed…

Tanqueray Gin
Distilled four times for exceptional purity and smoothness, Tanqueray is one of the world's most prestigious gins;
its recipe the perfect balance of juniper, coriander, liquorice and angelica.

Tanqueray Gin RANGPUR
Something different here from Tanqueray. This gin is flavoured with Rangpur limes, also known as a mandarin
orange. These highly acidic fruits, actually orange in colour, impart a fresh, zesty zing to this refreshing gin. Roll
on summer

William Chase Gin
Described as The Most Complicated Gin in the World, the elegant gin is the first, and only gin to be distilled from
cider apples. Elegant, crisp with juniper and green fruits upfront, followed by warm spices and earthy undertones.

Fever Tree Tonics

By blending subtle botanical flavours with spring water and the highest quality quinine from the Fever-Tree, we
have created a delicious, natural tonic with a uniquely clean and refreshing taste and aroma.
Perfectly balanced to enhance the flavour of the great gins and finest vodkas. Equally delicious as a soft drink.
No artificial sweeteners, flavourings or preservatives.

£1.80

